
WEEK AT A GLANCE:

Sundaes on Mondays

Welcome to
the Park

Changeover Day
Bunk Bids and Fear Factor

"Reflections"
Nine Days Production

Tisha B'av

Week with a Beat
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What a week in Camp Morasha! We started with Shiria:
"Songs of the Night." In honor of the sixty years of Camp
Morasha, each campus was tasked with choosing past
Shiria songs from specific decades. The Morasha spirit

could be felt everywhere in the Mercazia. From the
guest judges to Nachum Segal's live broadcast, everyone

enjoyed reliving these past 60 years of Camp Morasha
through song. Each song was dedicated to different

Morasha leaders and visionaries throughout the years
and represented the songs from each decade. The boys
won Song of the Night and Shiria 2023! A back to back

victory for boys campus!!
 

The fun continued at the drive-in movie theater! Every
camper brought their chairs and blankets and cozied up
for the new Disney movie:  "Elemental. " Throughout the

week. campers participated in ice hockey leagues,
Digital Dov activities, creative arts, adventure, 3-on-3

basketball tournaments, staff games and so much more!
We concluded the week with seeing all of our friends at
our six-camp multi-camp intercamp! We loved seeing

our friends but could not wait to return home.
 

As always, we are looking forward to a restful Shabbat
and excited for another awesome week at Camp

Morasha! Shabbat Shalom.
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28

Satran Tournament



One Step Closer to Bringing Mashiach!
The Pasuk teaches us that “you should not show favoritism in
judgment...” Rashi explains that this Pasuk speaks to judges, saying
they must treat small and great alike. Small and great can either be
referring to small and great amounts of money, or it can refer to
people of either small or great importance. Whether the court case is
about a small amount of money or a great amount of money, or
whether it involves people of (seemingly) lesser importance or
greater importance, you must treat the case, and the people, equally.
Rabbi Heber says that this lesson can be applied to everyday life as
well, teaching us to treat even small amounts of money as valuable
and to treat even people of (seemingly) little importance with dignity.
Once, the Chafetz Chaim wanted to write something down so his
students brought him a piece of paper. The Chafetz Chaim was
concerned that the owner had not given permission to use his paper
and therefore the piece of paper was stolen. Because of this, the
Chofetz Chaim refused to write on the paper until he gave the owner
a few cents to pay for it. Those around him asked, “The owner won’t
really mind if you just take one piece of paper, why be concerned and
not use it right away?” The Chafetz Chaim answered that even if only
a few cents were stolen, that Averia could create an angel with the
destructive power strong enough to turn over all the walls of the city! 

We just finished the three weeks and during the three weeks, we
reflect on how we treat our friends and whether we are doing our
best to bring Mashiach closer to us. In the same manner, we should
also be aware of how we treat our friends’ money.  Do we use things
that do not belong to us without permission, thinking that the owner
doesn’t mind anyway? Are we careful when we borrow an item to
make sure it does not get damaged?
This week, let us all think about treating the money of our friends with
care and more importantly, our friends themselves. And with this, we
will be able to build the third Beit Hamikdash!
Shabbat Shalom!

Parsha Thoughts...by Gavriel Katz (B19)

What is night

activity on

Monday night?

Watching Jurassic
park-Moshe Lederman
(B10)

Color war breakout-
Shiloh Kruger (B10)

Jurassic Park
Scavenger Hunt-Diddy
Williams (B10)

Snake World-Daniel
Agin (B2)

Surprise Trip-Sylvia
Eizikovitz (G6)

Dinosaur Carnival-Mia
Orgel (G6)

Dragon night-Jack
Talansky (B10)



PHOTOS OF THE WEEK



SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

1._________

1.change chair color 2. missing coleman logo  3. missing lines on sock 4. missing sweatshirt string 5. changed donut 6. missing glasses 7.
changed cup holder 8. girl changed  direction 9. missing adidas logo 10. changed Morasha chair color 

2._________

3._________

4._________

5._________
6._________
7._________
8._________
9._________

10._________



Weekly Brain Teasers
C A N  Y O U  S O L V E  T H E M  A L L ?




